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a function of Δ ωs, being a fourth order
polynomial, give rise to gain spectra
having 7,5,3 or 1 extrema depending on
the values of β2 and β4 [6] [7].
The net signal gain, G is given by
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where, g is the parametric gain and L is
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where φi,τ is the first order time
derivative of the phase.

optimized by tuning the length and
dispersion in the fiber segment [2] [8].
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Figure 1: set up. Polmeter: Polarimeter
The setup was as shown in Fig. 1. Three
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Results and discussion
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Figure 2. Signal spectrum before passing
the optical fiber (SMF or
HNLF) at different
channel
spacing (OSA 1)
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Figure 3: Signal spectrum after passing
the optical fiber (SMF or
HNLF)
for
respective
channel spacing (OSA 2)
Figure 3 above gives the FWM products
generated due to interaction of the three
sources. There was an increase in
number of new signals with increase in
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Figure 4: (a) Graph of DOP (%) against
β2 (ps2km) at constant β3 =1.6
(ps3/km) (b) Graph of DOP
against β2 (ps2/km) at constant
β3 =1.8 (ps3/km)
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Figure 5: (a) Graph of DOP (%) against
β3 (ps3/km) at constant β2 =1.6
(ps2/km) (b) Graph of DOP (%)
against β3 (ps3/km) at constant
β2 =1.8 (ps2/km).
Figure 4(a) and 4(b) show the variation
of DOP with β2 at constant β3. In both
cases,
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Figure 5(a) and 5(b) show the variation
of DOP with β3 at constant β2. Similarly,
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The profile on figure 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c)
show that an increase in fiber length, L

Figure 6(b): graph of gain against
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Figure 6(c): graph of gain against
wavelength, nonlinear coefficient, γ = 20
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hence affecting the parametric gain.
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